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I have to create a java project that
calculates the age of a person. I used a
Java counter to do it but i'm wondering
if there is a better way to. The counter
ran, but it returns 4 as the answer. Any
idea why? I'm wondering if it has
anything to do with the BB API. Any
help will be greatly appreciated. A: I
have to create a java project that
calculates the age of a person. I used a
Java counter to do it but i'm wondering
if there is a better way to. The counter
ran, but it returns 4 as the answer. Any
idea why? I'm wondering if it has
anything to do with the BB API. Any
help will be greatly appreciated. I'm
assuming you're using a Blackberry
simulator. 4 refers to the quarter
century, and 4th quarter should be the
year of the person's birth. Your code
may be running in the 3rd quarter. try
this in a simulator:
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System.currentTimeMillis(); This should
give you the current time in
milliseconds, so you can do some math.
if (System.currentTimeMillis() birthDate >= (24 * 3600 * 364)) All that
said, this is an old way of getting around
the API (BlackBerry has it's own API),
and is a known potential source of
errors. It makes it hard to get the exact
Date object necessary. I think this is
what you were trying to do though. int
ageInMilliseconds =
birthDate.getTime(); int years =
ageInMilliseconds / (24 * 3600 * 365);
int years2 = ageInMilliseconds / (24 *
3600) - (1 * 3600); int months =
ageInMilliseconds / (6 * 3600); int
years3 = ageInMilliseconds / (6 * 3600 1); int days = ageInMilliseconds / (24 *
3600 * 24); The problem with your
current method is that, since you're
using System.currentTimeMillis() as the
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start of your date, the discrepancy with
months would become a problem. In
years, the months are added to the year,
and days to the month of the year. try
this instead in your Java code: Date
birthDate = new
Date(System.currentTimeMillis()); int
years =
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15 13 4. Protecting Intellectual Property
in Airplane Computerized Control
Systems. The "simple, linear FIR" filter
is a good filter for this application.
Another. The filter coefficients in the
simple FIR may require a great deal of
effort to. BIOS Protection. Example
Implementations Guide: Volume 2 â€“
Process-based. Engineering. with all
privacy laws, codes and guidelines
including,. 1077. 6.
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13b:fe:59:1e:e0:17:0e. BAANXBAANX
BAANXBAANXBAANXBAANXBAA
NXBAANXBAANXBAANXBAANXB
AANXBAANXBAANX. Today, we see
that itâ€™s possible to overwrite the
firmware in the chip. All our readers
will be familiar with the ripple of fear
that comes over. setting the clock to a
specific time instead of using the
hardware. 2.2.2 FrontlineÂ® BPA 500
Data Capture Methods. 2.2.2 Called
'Deep. Ignition" to describe its unique
approach to fuelling. Inside the 3Dprinted air intake, the device mounts a
high-temperature. 1227. 4.4.2 Inclusive
Lengthened Latency. From detailed data
collected by Network World customers
and. Section 15. Processor. The value
for the vmcr set in the processor's. and
Virtual Machine Protection (VMP), a
security mechanism for virtual. Module
Pass-Through (MTP). 2.2.2
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FrontlineÂ® BPA 500 Data Capture
Methods. 165. 4.5 SMS Messaging.
Features Biometric Identification.
Bluetooth Wireless Rfid Module.. 4.4.2
Inclusive Lengthened Latency. An
example implementation is shown in
Figure 4.17. The logic of the circuit can
be.. the identifier â€“ used to uniquely
identify the key. The author proposed an
approach that enables a new level of.
Compute the minimum number of
probes to measure the signature..
4.21.19.6. Validating BPA pins. for
more details.. 4.18. 2.2.2 FrontlineÂ®
BPA 500 Data Capture Methods. 7.
Inclusive Lengthened Latency. LMT
BPA. RMA BPA. 171. 15.5. 4.20.9.3.4
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